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NIZAM COLLEGE
DEPARTMENT OF PERSIAN
COURSE OBJECTIVE AND OUTCOMES
Course: Second Language for B.Sc., B.Com., and B.A.,
Students duration of this Course is two
years.
This course introduce students to the Persian language while,
developing
speaking

proficiency
modern

in

reading,

Persian,

writing,

through

comprehending

communicative

and

methods.

Students acquire an understanding of grammer that is well integrated
into their

language usage. Dialogs and reading texts

are geared

toward facilitating practical mastery of basic skills.
Course objective : To enable students to
● Know the alphabets of the language and structure formation of
word and sentences.
● Know the grammer of the language and its uses.
● Know the simple word translation, process and its Technique.
● Know the life and poetry of the authors
Course outcome: At the end of the course, student will be able to
● Discribe basic concept of language
● Analyze Tence, Verbs and a sentence
● Greater proficiency in speaking, listening comprehension.
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Course : Classical language, Optional Subject for the B.A. Students.
Duration of this course is three years.
Language is defined as a tool for understanding and being
understand and as means of communication between cultures and
civilization. Thus, Learning each new language means getting
aquatinted with a new culture and a new world.

Knowing a new

language provides one with an opportunity to get familiar with
customs and traditions of people living in different part of the world,
they may even discover

that they possess

common cultural and

spiritual legacies. It is believed that a nations literature is a perfect
reflection of their social life which is depicted in their stories, poetry,
allegories, plays , handicrafts and ultimately in all of their litenery
and social representations. Persian language and literature, being
no exception,

has, thanks

its cultural richness

long

been the

language of knowledge, religion and mysticism, that is what makes
Persian a language, talking upon which is never outdated. A long as
morality, love and friendship have not lost their lure in the world,
Persian language and literature will continue to live.
The background of Persian language goes back to ancient
times, when it developed common links with Sanskrit. With passing
centuries, Persian

become the messenger of the

pure Iranian /

Khurasanian literature to India and the people of this country were
over powered by its heart inspiring fragrance to such an extent that
Persian in India become the language
spirits and it gave

birth to a

Urdu its eloquence influenced

of men of pure hearts and

beautiful daughter

by the name of

all the other current languages of

India.
This course serves as an intensive introduction to classical
Persian philology. Textual analysis of works enable students to gain a
strong grounding in persian literary history.
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Objective of the course; It aims to teach ;
● Grammer
● Vocabulary
● Common phrases
● Conversational language and
● Formal / Literary Persian
Course out comes: At the end of the course, able to
● Read and write Persian
● In depth textual study and analysis that
● Translation Text.
● Read different types of Persian caligraphy
● Greater awareness and appreciation of the cultural richness of
an ancient civilization.
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